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Wotif Awards Cairns Top Town

CAIRNS has been awarded
the 2021 Wotif Aussie Town of
the Year. Now in its fourth year,
the awards spotlight deserving
destinations around the
country for their contribution to
local tourism.
Wotif Managing Director
Daniel Finch and his team
were in Cairns to announce
the award.

“It’s time for Australia to
back the Cairns region and
make a commitment to visit a
part of Australia that people
from all over the world come
to see.”
The Wotif Aussie Town
of the Year is chosen from
a data index that looks at
accommodation quality,
affordability and traveller

“Cairns is a standout
destination. Not only is it the
gateway to one of Australia’s
most treasured natural
beauties, the Great Barrier
Reef, but the city itself offers a
laidback tropical lifestyle.

satisfaction based on reviews
on Wotif.com.
Cairns was a finalist in
the awards last year and it is
exciting that our community
has the honour of winning in
the toughest year the tourism
industry has ever faced.

Previous winners have
enjoyed substantial exposure
including wide reaching
coverage across Australian
news outlets, the Wotif website
and email database, as well
as extensive engagement on
social media.
Source: Tourism Tropical
North Queensland

Oceania – New Itineraries Open for Bookings
HOLGER is excited to be
able to share an early and
exclusive preview of Oceania’s
new 2022-2023 “Tropics and
Exotics” Collection that is now

open for bookings.

An avid cruiser himself,
Holger is always in awe of their
amazing itineraries and here
are a few that he personally
would love to explore:
Aussie Adventure,
departing 12 December, 2022
aboard Regatta – There are
a range of close to home
sailings in the new collection
but this 35-day round-trip
circumnavigation of Australia
has to take the cake!
Patagonia and Glaciers,
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departing 18 January and
7 February, 2023 aboard
Marina. This once-in-a-lifetime
voyage combines some of
South America’s high-energy
capitals with the raw beauty of
Antarctica and Patagonia.

Tahitian Legends, departing
17 March, 27 March and 6
April, 2023 aboard Regatta
– Holger thinks that this
10-day itinerary is the perfect
introduction to cruising, with
two overnight stays in Bora
Bora and Papeete.
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Qantas Prepares
to Resume
International
Flights from Late
October
QANTAS and Jetstar are
planning to restart regular
international passenger flights
to most destinations from 31
October 2021.
The date aligns with
the expected timeframe for
Australia’s COVID-19 vaccine
rollout to be effectively
complete.
The Group remains
in close consultation with
the Federal Government
around the reopening of
international borders and will
keep customers updated if
adjustments are required.

Where to now?

BLT have adapted to the new
normal. Instead of Santorini,
we are now booking Hamilton
Island. Instead of around the
world cruises, we focus on
Australian cruises.
There is no TransSiberian train, but we book
the Ghan, the Indian Pacific
and Savannahlander trains.
Australia is an amazing
continent with lots to discover.

We cannot wait for the
world to open up again. In the
meantime you can play it safe
and make the most of what
Australia has to offer.
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Introducing Volantair No Fans
HELLO, My name is Shaun
Quigley and I am the MD of
Volantair Air Charter. I have
been in the aviation industry
for 38 years.

Volantair Air Charter is an
aircraft charter brokerage, with
access to aircraft in Australia
and around the world.

Already in its third year, our
clients range from individuals
and families through to
government departments and
major mining corporations.
Volantair is part of the BLT
family and member of London
based TACA (The Air Charter
Association).
The realm of air charter is
massive, especially in these
times with so many scheduled
services not operating due to
covid border restrictions.
Think passengers, think
general freight - for example
sporting groups, special
interest groups, private tours,
medivacs, time sensitive... in
effect everything the airlines
cannot do.
Please feel free to call us
on 07 4080 4071 or email
shaun@volantair.com.au

Allowed?

THE Tokyo Olympic organising
committee’s President
Seiko Hashimoto has hinted
the ongoing effects of the
pandemic may mean the
upcoming Games will go
ahead without any fans
watching from the stands.
The major sporting event
is at this stage still scheduled
to go ahead on 23 July, with a
report in local Japanese media
citing an unnamed source who
claims a decision had already
been made to block spectators
from travelling to the various
venues.

Hashimoto met with IOC
President Thomas Bach to
discuss how the games can
go ahead safely, suggesting a
final call would be made before
April.
Half a million visitors
travelled to the Rio Games in
2016.
Source: The Travel Daily

Holiday
Vouchers

CAIRNS and Great Barrier
Reef tourism operators are
revved for a busy Easter and
the lead-up to the region’s
peak domestic season being
boosted by the announcement
of the Cairns Holiday Dollars
campaign.

The Queensland
Government and Tourism
Tropical North Queensland
(TTNQ) have given
Queenslanders access
to 15,000 travel vouchers
worth $200 each to spend in
Tropical North Queensland.
The vouchers can be used
to claim 50 per cent of any
eligible tourism experience
excluding accommodation with
a maximum of $200 from the
voucher.
They are the perfect
excuse for visitors to discover
that summer lives on in the
tropics.
Source: TTNQ

Indian Pacific is Back
THE Indian Pacific has
resumed its transcontinental
journeys, departing from
Adelaide bound for Perth
ahead of its first full journey.

After a nearly 12-month
COVID-19-related hiatus, the
Indian Pacific will depart from
Perth for Sydney, for the first
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time since last March.

Guests will still enjoy the all
inclusive experience including
offtrain excursions to locations
like the Blue Mountains, and
continue to have access to the
service’s usual food and wine
options.
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Flight News
WITH International Travel on
halt, shall I book or wait?

One of the questions that
is asked a lot at the moment is
whether to book international
flights now, beyond the
shut down time, or wait until
borders open.
Lacking a crystal ball we
can answer this two ways:

A case for booking your
international travel now would
be that once borders are
open for travel there will be a
lot of people rushing to book
flights. These are not just
holiday makers but in many
cases international travellers
who have been waiting for
over a year to visit family
and loved ones overseas. If
you have a booking in place
you have certainty on price
and availability. Most airlines
have changed their terms
and conditions and have a
more flexible approach to
date changes. However, the
cheapest fares are sold as
non-refundable and will only

Cruising

ONCE a cruiser, always a
cruiser!

Most of our cruising clients
took advantage of offers
made to them for future cruise
credits that saw them receive
additional credits or other
benefits for their next cruise.
Cruise companies are planning
for the future and offer
amazing deals at this time.

Similar to the flights, we
expect that once travel is
allowed cruises are going to be
busy. There will be a backlog
of 18 months or more worth
of passengers with cruise
credits to use. There will be
new cruisers who can’t wait
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ever give you a credit towards
a new airfare with the same
airline at a different date.
Should the new date be more
expensive you still have to pay
the difference.
The case against booking
now is that you may not be
allowed to depart Australia,
enter your destination country
or have restrictions at your
transit point. The vaccine roll
out for Australia is planned
to be completed by October.
We are waiting for guidance
from the government whether
vaccine will be compulsory for
overseas travel, whether there
will be a vaccination passport
and what the requirements are
to return to Australia.
The BLT international team
can’t wait to start booking your
trips into the big wide world.
We will neither recommend
waiting nor booking now. It is
up to you to decide which path
you wish to take. Just make
sure to be aware of the ticket
conditions.

for their first ship experience
and of course those who take
advantage of the early bird
offers.

Viking - We’re not for everyone and
that’s precisely the point!
DESCRIBED as the Thinking
Persons Cruise, Viking design
enriching itineraries for
curious, experienced travellers
with true explorer spirits.
They say they could tell
you all about the wonderful
things you’ll find onboard a
Viking Cruise, but they think
it’s what they’re not that sets
them apart... No Kids, No
casinos, no inside staterooms,
no charge for wine and beer
with dinner, no corkage fees
for bringing your own wine on

board, no charge for speciality
coffees, teas or bottled water.
No charge for Wifi, no
formal nights, butlers or white
gloves, no umbrella drinks,
no photography sales, no art
auctions, no charge for the use
of laundrettes, no entrance fee
or sales pressure at our Nordic
Spa and no compromise when
it comes to your comfort,
safety and well being!
Source: Viking Cruises

Flight Credits
WE have tried our best to
get most of your international
tickets refunded. Some
refunds have taken close to a
year to be returned and some
are still outstanding. There
are also many of you who still
have ticket credits sitting with

different airlines. We will keep
tabs on these and any rules
around using them into the
future.
Tickets being issued at the
moment, generally speaking
have greater flexibility than
they did 12 months ago!

If you have a particular
cruise in mind or are after a
particular cabin type it would
be a good idea to lock it in with
a deposit. This is particularly
important for small ship cruises
and expedition cruises. But
read the terms and conditions.
Most of these deposits are
non-refundable and will be
turned into future cruise
credits if your cruise does not
go ahead. Travel insurance
is not currently available for
international trips.
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Travel Insurance
SEVERAL of the insurers we
used in the past have changed
their terms and conditions
to cover themselves against
claims caused by pandemics
in the future. Some had
pandemic clauses already
and did not pay out for covid
caused cancellations.

At the moment none
of our insurers are selling
international policies.
Domestic insurance policies
are available. Please read
terms and conditions carefully
to avoid surprises. We are
currently assessing suppliers
as to which travel insurance
we will offer in the future.

Thank You
THIS last year has been a
challenge for the travel and
tourism industry world-wide.

We would like to thank you
our clients for your patience

and understanding as we
continue to work through the
refund processes. Thanks
also for checking in on us and
your words of support and
encouragement.

Ponant goes big on
Kimberley 2022
PONANT has released its
2022 Kimberley Luxury
Expeditions program, with a
total of 26 departures aboard
two ships now available

The Naughty and Nice List
IT HAS been over 12 months
now since we were inundated
with booking cancellations.

We have dealt with dozens
of airlines, cruise lines, tour
operators, wholesalers, hotels
and car hire companies
operating in reverse

processing refunds.

Some have gone out
of their way to reach an
acceptable outcome for our
clients, some have been
incredibly hard to deal with
and most unhelpful.
Within the BLT retail

teams and amongst our agent
networks this information
is shared freely and into

the future we will certainly

recommend those suppliers

who have done the right thing
by us and our clients.

for sale.

The 10-day voyages
between Darwin and
Broome or vice versa will
operate between March and
September next year, with
pricing starting at $10,060 pp.

Ponant’s Le Soleal and
Le Laperouse will cruise the
region, with fares including
Zodiac and shore excursions
with an expert expedition
team, complimentary wi-fi,
24-hour room service, all
meals and open bar on board.
For more details, please
call Holger at BLT.

GIVE A GIFT OF TRAVEL
Reward your loved ones by giving them the gift of travel
Drop in to BLT or phone us to purchase a BLT Travel Voucher for that special person.
BLT Travel Vouchers are a perfect gift for the person that has everything. You simply nominate a value
and you’ll receive a BLT Travel Voucher in the form of a handy wallet sized card.
Let us arrange your unforgettable holiday today!
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